BLOCK 78

Lesotho House Reinvented
To design an affordable housing prototype?
What does it really mean? What do the Lesotho people really need?
Those were some of the main questions I asked myself when I came across this project, solving them with
an ethical and social special care in mind was something I had in mind since the first time I came across
this project proposal.
Scrolling thought the information about Lesotho and focusing on Maseru I noticed a great contrast, often
found in countries coming up with new economies.
To curb Lesotho’s housing problem in an environment challenged by: increased urban migration, climate
change and scarcity of resources, limited accessible land due to its topography, I knew i had to find a way
to give the basic modern housing functions but also space to grow, for a family / group of people living
together. All that having in mind costs and post-construction use and durability.
Reinventing the traditional “hut” was an instant idea, as I found these small rounded houses so interesting
and representative of the culture.
I did introduce some very basic thermodynamic devices such as a fire-place in the centre of the house so
that in winter I would warm up and in summer work as solar chimney, cooling down the house.
Introducing an “all-brick” concept was also a challenge I proposed to myself, to have a simple building
material and cheap, giving me also that extra thermal density, that improves the overall housing comfort.
Going up to the roofing system I choose a mix between a light durable wood structure covered with
insulation, impermeable sandwich sheet and a traditional finish using a thatched roof, that will both give
protection from the elements and a traditional look.
Taking the initiative of reusables and ecological insulation I choose to use a locally made “ Warmcel”
insulation , that consist of recycled newspaper ( U.Value = 0.19w/mk – at 200mm | thermal cond. = 0.036
w/mk)
This traditional looking project offers the possibility of having a “small type village aggregation” where
this structure can be more than just housing, it can be a school, nursery, office shop. And create this sense
of small community inside this growing city.
The side patio can turn into a mirror of the house and for the space of one you can have two houses,
doubling the occupation rate.
I hoped with this project more than just to give just the basic functions and housing to the people of
Lesotho but to offer a sense of identity and to flourish the beauty of a small country in a big city that can
be passed on and lived by new comers.

